
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL DISTRICT & SESSIONS JUDGE 
FAST TRACK COURT :: BISWANATH CHARIALI. 

 
Misc.(Bail) Case No. 44 of 2022. 

 
    Miss Espina Begum 
 
  -vs- 
 

State of Assam. 
 

Advocate for the Petitioner:- Mr. P. Hazarika. 
Advocate for the respondent:- Addl. P.P. 
 
Present. Smti. T. Hussain 
Addl. Sessions Judge, Biswanath Chariali. 
 
      ORDER 

10-03-2022. 
  This Bail Petition filed for the accused Md. Jahir Ali @ Bhutu, u/s- 439 

Cr.P.C in connection with Biswanath Chariali police station Case No. 22/22, u/s- 

224/333/353 of IPC, is taken up for further hearing as the called for case diary is 

received. 

 Heard the learned counsel appearing for the accused as well as learned 

Addl. P. P. and carefully perused the materials available in the case diary. 

 The facts leading to filing of the instant bail petition u/s- 439 of Cr.P.C in 

brief are that on 10-12-2021, a police team led by Addl. S.P, Biswanath, 

apprehended the accused Jahir Ali @ Bhutu, in connection with Gingia P.S Case 

No. 143/2021, u/s-420/489(A)/489(B)/489(D) IPC. During his interrogation while 

he was leading the police team towards Nilpur for recovery of fake currency note 

and printing machine used for printing fake currency note, on the way near 

Biswanath Chariali sports stadium, the accused got down from the vehicle on the 

pretext of attending call of nature and taking advantage of that the accused 

escaped pushing back the police personnel who was with him. In order to 

apprehend the accused, police had to resort to firing and in that process, the 

accused sustained bullet injury in his leg. After that the accused was again 

apprehended and admitted to Civil Hospital Biswanath and subsequently to 

Tezpur Medical Hospital for his treatment.   



   In that respect, ABC 110 Dipak Basumatary lodged an ejahar on 01-02-

2022, giving rise to Biswanath Chariali P.S Case No. 22/2022, u/s-224/333/353 of 

IPC. 

 Vide order dated 04-02-2022, the accused Jahir Ali @ Bhutu was shown 

arrested, in connection with this case. 

 

 It is submitted on behalf of the accused that he is innocent and that there 

was delay of about 51 days in lodging the ejahar without explaining any reason. 

 On perusal of the case diary, it is seen that sufficient incriminating 

materials are there against the accused Jahir Ali @ Bhutu and therefore, I find it 

is not a fit case to allow the bail prayer made for the accused Jahir Ali @ Bhutu 

at this stage. Accordingly, the bail prayer is rejected. 

                    Send back the C/D.    


